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I.MULTIPLE CHOICE: (8 points )  
Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that indicate the word/phrase which is OPPOSITE in 
meaning to the underlined part.  
1.She is a very generous old woman. She has given most of her wealth to a charity organization. 
A.mean  B. amicable   C. kind   D. hospitable  
2.The plane landed safely.    
A.touched down  B. took off   C. took over      D. took up  
Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that best fits the blank space in each sentence. 
3.China is _____ far the most populated country in the world.  
A as   B. by   C. so              D. to 
4.The hotel is beautifully _____ in a quiet spot near the river.  
A.located    B. situating    C. lying    D. stayed 
5.A _____ is a cave that is big enough for humans to go inside.      
A.cavern  B. bay   C. fortress     D. temple 
6.If I were a superman, I _______. 
A.flew                        B. will fly                     C. would fly               D. fly 
7._____ this hand-embroidered picture was expensive, we bought it. 
A.As   B. Because  C. Even though D. Despite 
8.The light went out while I............ dinner.      
A.am having              B. was having            C. had             D. have had 
9.My friend, _____bicycle was stolen last week, has decided to buy a motorbike  
A.whom    B. which  C. who   D. whose 
10.Son Doong Cave is recognised as _____ cave in the world by BCRA. 
A.the larger than  B. the largest       C. the larger  D. the most large 
11.I suggest_______ some money for poor children. 
A.to raise                    B. raising                   C. raised                       D. raise 
12."Mum. I’ve got 6.00 on the TOEFL test" - "” 
A.Good way!  B. You are right. C. Oh, hard luck! D. Good job! 
13.Tom: “How did you get here?" - John:  “…………………” 
A.I came here last night.   B. I came here by train.  
C.The train is so crowded.   D. Is it far from here? 
Choose one word (A, B, C or D) whose stress pattern is different from the others . 
14.A. adolescence B. multicultural C. metropolitan D. limestone 
15.A. factor  B. event  C. complex  D. tunnel 
Choose the word (A, B, C or D) whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the 
others. 
16.A. fabulous B. administrative C. paradise  D. urban 
17.A.bilingual  B. dialect   C. simmer   D. pile-up 
Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that indicate the word/phrase which is CLOSEST in meaning 
to the underlined part.  
18.My father still hasn’t really recovered from the death of my mother. 
A.looked after  B. taken after   C. gone off   D. got over 
19.As a government official, Benjamin Franklin often traveled abroad.   
A.widely   B. secretly   C. alone   D. overseas  
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Read the passage and do the exercises that follow by choosing the corresponding letter (A,B,C or D) 
of the correct answers. 
  Cigarettes contain toxic substances like tar and nicitine. That is why we often hear people 
telling us that smoking is harmful to our bodies. Smoking weakens our lungs as well as other parts of 
our body. We will not be as active as before and will need more effort to move about. 
Smoking affects our environment too. When we puff, we pollute the environment with smoke. This 
makes our surroundings unpleasant and unclean. Since Smoking does not do any good to us, we should 
always say no to cigarettes. We should advise our loved ones to take sweet instead whenever they feel 
like taking toxic puff. 
20.Which word in the passage means” harmful to our body”?  
A.toxic   B. pollute  C. unpleasant  D. effort 
21.Smoking is harmful to us because………………………….. 
A.makes us more active    B. wastes our more  
C.weakens our  body    D. makes us move about difficulty 
22.Which of the following is a harmful effect of smoking? 
A.Hearing problem B. Hair loss  C. Loss of sense of smell D. Lung cancer 
23.Which of the following sentences is correct?  
A.Cigarettes contain a lot of smoke    B. Smoking can kill us immediately    
C.We can help smokers quit smoking easily   D. Smoking causes more harm than good to us 
24.How can we help a smoker quit his bad habit ?   
A.Give him more money    B. Ask him to suck on sweets to replace smoking  
C.Hide away his cigarettes so that he can not smoke D. Tell him to stop smoking every day 
Mark the letter A,B,C, or D to show the underlined part that needs correction 
25.John's father had him repeated the poem many times. 
           A B C D 
26.I used to having a very good time with my grandparents when I was a child. 
 A B C D 
27.Even though being ill , Phong still went to school last Monday  
      A                  B            C  D 
Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D for each gap in the passage  
         Homelessness is a problem in many big cities in the world. It occurs when a part of the population 
does not have any (28) ______ place to call home. Hundreds of millions of people in the world spend at 
least some time of the year homeless. This is an issue that the authorities are trying to (29) ______. 
However, there are (30) ______ things that each person can do to help those people. One of the things that 
you can do to help the homeless is to volunteer your time. If you have a lot of free time, you might go on 
an extended trip to help (31) ______ homes or improve an impoverished area. Even with just a few hours 
a week, it is possible to make an impact in your own city. You can also sign up to help at a (32) ______ 
soup kitchen: most cities have a mission of some kind serving food to the homeless and offering 
temporary shelter 
28.A. common B. regular   C. unusual   D. fixed 
29.A. deal with B. get over   C. look through  D. find out 
30.A. little  B. less    C. more   D. fewer 
31.A. care for B. show around  C. set up   D. pull down 
32.A. urban  B. central   C. capital   D. local 
II.WRITING: (2.0 points) 
 
Finish the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one, beginning with the given 
words  
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33.You can’t visit the USA unless you have a visa. 

=> If you……………………………………………………….. 

34.“ Can I borrow your typewriter, Janet”? asked Peter. 

=> Peter asked if…………………………………………………………….. 

35.She started working as a secretary five years ago. 

=> She has…………………………………………………………………… 

36.She knows a lot more about it than I do. 

=> I don’t know……………………………………………………………………. 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one. Do not change the 

given words in any ways 
37.My French friend finds driving on the left difficult. ( USED TO) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

38.They think the owner of the house is abroad. ( THOUGHT) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

39.We didn’t go on holiday because we did not have enough money. ( WOULD) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

40.The children couldn’t go swimming because the sea was rough. ( TOO) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

__________THE END__________ 
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